This article uses a reading of Zézé Gamboa's award-winning 2004 feature as a basis for an exploration of post-conflict Angolan screen culture and of its impact both at home and internationally. It considers how O Herói's depiction of a war-torn nation, and of the impediments to its reconstruction, negotiates between a socially-engaged film-making practice, informed by local tradition and the tenets of 'Third Cinema', and the demands of a globalised cinema market. The film achieves this compromise by deploying allegorical and symbolic tropes, familiar from the literature, cinema, and political discourse of the era of Angolan liberation (notably, the concept of a socialist 'new man'), to complicate a superficially optimistic story of post-conflict rehabilitation, and to insinuate a critique of the authoritarian practices and neo-liberal policies of the MPLA government. Further to this, the article identifies strategies through which the film advertises the gulf between its fiction of individual triumph over adversity and, on the other hand, the grimmer reality of Angola's post-conflict malaise. Finally, it considers how the film's construction of an encrypted allegory also prompts the question of whether or not film production that depends upon the funding and agendas of international capital and neo-colonial powers can ever foster the resurgence of a genuinely 'popular' and progressive culture in post-conflict Angola.
economic boom have expanded opportunities for cultural expression even in what remains a less than free and pluralist democratic Angola. 2 However, it will take longer to address the dearth of funding for film productions, and the gaps in local film-making infrastructure and expertise, for which each of the three 2004 features took over a decade to produce, and was reliant on overseas funding. 3 While the gradual emergence of a viable local film industry remains a possibility, though, the three films offer inspiring examples of how Angolan film-makers might address the concerns and desires of local audiences even while finding themselves constrained by the country's post-conflict circumstances, and obliged to attract funding and audiences from distant centres of power within an ever more globalized film and media industry. In relation to this issue, The Hero in particular is remarkable for the means by which it balances the aim of commenting on social and political realities in post-conflict Angola with the necessities of negotiating restrictions on freedom of expression at home, and of engaging an international audience that is largely unfamiliar with Angolan cultural and historical specificities. At first glance, The Hero presents a simple, heart-warming tale of post-war survival and rehabilitation, which are endangered by anti-social attitudes and practices, but that are ultimately achieved through selflessness and solidarity. Closer inspection, however, reveals its powerful critique not just of Angolan society but also and particularly of the nation's post-conflict political order. In the globalized context that contemporary Angolan film production must address in order to be financially viable, what is particularly remarkable is that The Hero's critique entails the reaffirmation of an expressly national culture and ethos. The film's appeal for the revival of 'a solidariedade angolana' (Angolan solidarity) implies a return to the socialist agenda of the independence era, which the leadership of the MPLA (Movimento Popular de Libertação de Angola), in government since independence in 1975, had long since consigned to the lumber room. 4 The film conveys this message through a diegesis and a visual language wherein time-honoured symbols of 'national' values of community and industriousness, and of the aspiration of creating a new, un-alienated, humanity, are integrated into a portrait of everyday life in post-war Luanda. As this article will explore, the symbolic development of the film's characters and key tropes affect an understated yet clearly identifiable hermeneutic duality in the film. The film's blend of character-focused drama with elements of a social realist aesthetic allows it to offer an up-beat tale of its protagonists' triumph over the post-conflict hardships that the film documents. At the same time, the film can be read as an encrypted allegory, presenting a more pessimistic assessment of endemic alienation and corruption as ills perpetuated by the logic of neo- 
Constructing Angola for a global audience: The Angolan everyman between social realism and docudrama
When interviewed about The Hero, Zézé Gamboa has stressed his intention of 'contributing directly to the task of national reconstruction', and of deploying cinema as a 'powerful medium for development' in a region where illiteracy rates remain high (Gamboa, cited in Africavenir International [2010] and Ruigrok [2004] ). 5 To as great an extent as anywhere in Africa, however, Angolan film-makers must secure both funding and production amenities from outside their own country, as well as distribution on the international film festival circuit, before they can hope to reach a broad local audience.
Thus, it seems as much by necessity as by choice that the film was conceived as 'a universal story' that would resonate in 'Central Europe, Latin America, Africa and in all the places where there is or there was war […] showing children -the former instruments of war -that it is possible to live in peace' (Gamboa, cited in Africavenir International [2010] 9 Through the post-war programme of demobilization and 'social reintegration', they would be joined by hundreds of thousands of former combatants from the MPLA government military and rebel UNITA army. The lack of water and power supplies, sewerage, or refuse collection, the inadequacy of roads, public transport, and law enforcement, and the paucity of opportunities for education and gainful and legitimate employment suffered by the inhabitants of the musseques is abundantly demonstrated as the film's protagonists are introduced, and is contrasted with the luxury enjoyed by a small coterie surrounding the upper echelons of the MPLA government, and living in opulent gated communities near the city's waterfront. 10 On the level of plot structure, the film offers a state-of-the-nation analysis by situating its eponymous 'hero' as a post-conflict Everyman, whose journeying around Luanda leads him to encounters with a range of social types. Vitório (Oumar Makéna Diop) -whose name indicates the film's use of symbolism and irony to balance a superficial optimism with veiled political critique -is a newly demobbed sergeant who lost a leg to a landmine explosion in the last months of the civil war. At the film's opening, Vitório joins the lucky minority of Angola's estimated 62,500 landmine victims who are provided with a good-quality prosthetic limb. 11 Although thus once again -in the words of the doctor who supplies his prosthesis -an 'homem válido' (able man), Vitório remains unemployed, homeless, and as thoroughly excluded as many others from the country's spectacular post-war economic boom. 12 Lacking friends or family for support and sleeping rough on the city streets, he awakens one day to find that his prosthesis has been stolen. In his subsequent struggle to recover it, Vitório crosses paths with four characters whose interventions will help him to achieve the new civilian life that he has so far been denied. The first of these is Maria Bárbara (Maria Ceiça), a mother parted from her family by a UNITA assault, now working under the assumed name of Judite in a Luanda brothel, and searching for her missing son. The second is Manu (Milton Coelho), a bright but troubled teenage orphan, whose introduction to the viewer in the opening credit sequence establishes his story as the film's secondary narrative focus. Growing up amid the squalour of the musseques, and yearning for news of his missing father, Manu is falling inexorably into a life of crime despite the efforts of his grandmother, Flora (Neusa Borges), and of his schoolteacher Joana (Patrícia Bull), the daughter of a well-to-do MPLA activist, who is now disillusioned and struggling to keep faith with her socialist ideals. Vitório meets Joana by chance when he returns to the city hospital seeking assistance after the theft of his leg, and it is she, rather than the hospital staff, who goes out of her way to help him. Exploiting her wealthy playboy boyfriend Pedro's (Raúl Rosário) political connections, Joana arranges for Vitório to make a joint radio broadcast with a government minister (Orlando Sérgio), appealing for Angolan solidarity and for the return of the prosthesis. What none of these latter characters suspect is that the stolen leg is now in the hands of Manu, who swapped a stolen radio for it at one of the notorious scrapyards that are central to Luanda's massive grey-market economy, and is using it in his attempts to contact his father by means of improvised magic rituals. 13 When, soon after the broadcast, Manu's grandmother discovers the leg, Boyle and Loveleen Tandan, 2008) are but the most high-profile cases of depictions of intractable social exclusion, that sugar the bitter sociological pill they deliver with a plot resolution that satisfies audience desires for an inspirational message of (usually individual) triumph over disadvantage. In
The Hero, Vitório's exceptional good fortune, and the benefits that trickle down from it to the characters around him, depends largely upon coincidental encounters that prompt the dues ex machina intervention of a powerful benefactor, and also upon the altruism of highlight the more benign legacies of a 500-year-long colonial relationship (contrasting sharply with the anti-colonialist images that abound in Angola's independence-era cinema). 14 The implication of a cultural heritage linking Luanda with a wider lusophone community is, meanwhile, also articulated by the focus on shared recreational practices, particularly the beach culture of sun-loungers and seafood restaurants enjoyed by the wealthy and, among the poor, the indulgence in coffee and pastries for women and children, and al fresco beer-drinking for men.
When one sets aside both the audience-pleasing contrivances in The Hero's central plot, and the seductive tokens of cultural familiarity that it offers, however, one is left with images and narrative tropes that function according to dual representational logic to convey a grimmer, and much more politically charged, assessment of the nation's malaise and its prospects for post-war recovery. This dual logic suggests that The Hero's makers' concern with educating a global audience was balanced with a need to secure, from that global audience, the underwriting of the film's projection to the Angolan populace that Gamboa has referred to as his 'público-alvo' or target audience (Gamboa, cited in Spranger [2005] ). The film presents Luanda's abject condition in a format that enjoys international audience recognition as possessing (some) documentary credibility, The periodic return to a panoramic perspective that this exemplifies allows for the elaboration of characters' psychology to be read (as so often in social realist or neo-realist cinema) as contributing to a representation, in microcosm, of the post-conflict state of the nation. The development of plot lines centred on Vitório or on Manu explores the damage wrought to both individual and collective psychology by decades of conflict. In Vitório's case, the painful and difficult task of coming to terms with an identity forged by experiences of violence, of destruction, and of bereavement that frequently lacks closure is suggested in a shot of him confronting his reflection in the mirror in the hospital gym as he learns how to walk on his new leg. If Vitório is old enough to perceive his country's ruination as an historical process, however, a younger generation is shown to accept lawlessness, theft, and embezzlement as normal. Though Manu is berated by Joana and Flora for stealing, he sees it as his brightest career prospect, and as the means of financing the search for his missing father, and the film charts the progress of his thieving, from bicycle components to luxury items such as a car stereo. Vitório, meanwhile, exemplifies the failures of adults to set a good example. Soon after gaining his prosthesis, he sells his crutches on the grey market rather than returning them to the hospital, and uses the proceeds to buy not just basic necessities but also the consolations of fashionable clothing, beer and sex. Moreover, Vitório only secures his prosthesis in the first place by subscribing to Angola's notoriously hierarchical and clientistic social practices, successfully claiming to the hospital doctor his priority, as an army officer and decorated war hero, over injured civilians and military rank-and-file. While pulling rank might be justifiable in order to hold more powerful authorities to account, Vitório later displays real arrogance when he uses his war hero status as justification for jumping the lengthy queue at a water pump. More sinister than this acceptance of larceny, dishonesty and one-upmanship is the widespread desensitization to violence. While casual brutality is inescapable both in the alleyways of the musseques, and in the brothel where African minds and to effect cohesion across ethnically diverse nations, while also recuperating indigenous traditions, purged of 'regressive' or 'unscientific' elements, for revolutionary national cultures. 21 As a political project, this New Man's creation is now almost universally confined to history. The concept has however, retained an uncommon degree of prominence in the political and patriotic discourse of Angola. It takes pride of place in the national anthem, 'Angola, avante!' (Forward, Angola!), which asserts that:
'Honramos o passado e a nossa história / Construindo no trabalho o homem novo (We honour the past and our history / Building the New Man through our work), and is a central concept in texts central to the canon of national literature, such as Pepetela's As
Aventuras de Ngunga (The Adventures of Ngunga) (1972). 22
The Hero's Vitório, born roughly five years before independence, and pressganged into the MPLA army aged fifteen, has grown not into the 'New Man' of which his parents' generation dreamed, but rather into a war-torn and traumatized subject. In The trope whose symbolic treatment most politicizes the film, however, is that of the transport vehicle. On both documentary and allegorical levels, representations of vehicles and of characters' relationships with them powerfully communicate the idea of post-conflict Angola as a two-track nation. Whereas, according to the ideology and symbolism of the independence era, the nation-state is a machine whose parts need to be serviced, and need to work in harmony in order for the whole to move forward, in reality, progress for the greater part of the nation is stalled while the state-controlling elite speeds ahead. While Vitório pleads for work with small-time mechanics labouring on beat-up wrecks, his passage around Luanda is crossed by chauffeur-driven government cars and luxury jeeps. Later, after the theft of his prosthesis, public transport provision is so exiguous that he can reach the hospital only thanks to a ministry chauffeur moonlighting as a candongueiro taxi driver. 27 The film's numerous shots of burned-out wrecks of buses, trains, and fighter planes assume greater poignancy when ruinous and rusting train carriages form a backdrop to the scenes in which Manu is pursued and violently mugged as he walks through the musseques to deliver cakes to Joana. Together these scenes suggest how the national community is endangered equally by lack of access to public vehicles (which are shown to be indispensable to people's independence and enterprise),
and by the progress of the privileged elite in isolated luxury in vehicles that are turned into objects of unhealthy desire and agents of social division. As Pitcher and Graham (2006: 183) argue, the MPLA top command's provision of cars to key middle-ranking bureaucrats is a classic tactic of clientist rule, 'designed to avoid the adoption of public solutions to collective problems by buying off potential opponents one by one'.
The socially exclusory consequences of clientistic privatization of transport is most powerfully illustrated in two scenes that together offer a dialectical image of how '[luxury] cars are killing Luanda' (Pitcher and Graham 2003: 173) : that in which Pedro knocks down a street child in his jeep while arguing with Joana, and that in which the Minister's car is blocked from exiting the radio station, not by the clamoring journalists who have gathered to question him, but by a silent, staring crowd of landmine victims using crutches and wheelchairs. If Pedro's reluctance to take the injured boy to hospital exemplifies an MPLA bureaucrat's aversion to fulfilling his social responsibilities as a private citizen, the Minister's response to the crowd suggests his barely greater concern for responsibility in his capacity as a leading public servant. After reluctantly pausing to reiterate his promises of aid for the war-wounded and dispossessed, the Minister gets back into his car and grimly tells his driver to 'Anda devagar. Não quero matar ninguém'
(Drive on slowly. I don't want anyone to get killed).
These representations of cars as mortal dangers are literally as well as metaphorically apposite in the depiction of a city where 'the risk to pedestrians from poor driving and excess speed [...] has become so great that more pedestrians than occupants of cars die in traffic accidents' (Anon. 2005: 18, cited in Pitcher and Graham 2006: 18) .
However, the latter sequence in particular makes the invitation to a symbolic readingone that sharpens the film's political connotations -almost too obvious to ignore. As the camera cuts to a shot inside the Minister's car, the hubbub of the journalists outside is silenced as the car's automatic windows close: while state bureaucrats' privileges and the privatization of space render critical voices inaudible and ineffectual, high-tech vehicles, far from carrying the nation's new men (and women) forward, cut a path for the elite through a swathe of war-damaged, un-rehabilitated and silently suffering humanity.
Deconstructing happy endings: Cinema as cultural prosthesis in post-conflict Angola
Returning, after this exploration of The Hero's use of encrypted allegory, to this article's opening questions about the possibility of film-making in Angola that is both commercially viable and profitably engaged with local political and cultural concerns, it seems appropriate to recall Paul Willeman's insistence upon a flexible or hybrid aesthetics for Third Cinema, as a 'historically analytic yet culturally specific mode of cinematic discourse ' (1989: 3) . Just as, according to Willeman, politically-engaged popular cinema must recognize 'the historical variability of the necessary aesthetic strategies to be adopted ' (1989: 7) , in accordance with the opportunities and restrictions of its circumstances of production and reception ( In the future, the proliferation of low-budget digital imaging and editing technology may provide outlets for a popular-national screen culture (such as are unlikely to arise from the current revival of state-owned film and TV production in Angola). While any future Angolan revolution will most probably not be televised, popular campaigns for justice may find mobile phone cameras and YouTube to be indispensable, if unreliable, tools of mobilization and education (as recent developments in Mozambique, Kenya, and across the Arabian peninsula and North Africa suggest). 30 In the meantime, while in The Hero's political allegory, Vitório may end up using his prosthesis to depress the accelerator pedal of the state-owned machine, the viewer cannot be certain whether the leg has come to represent an integral part of the organic body of the nation, or whether, conversely, it is the symbolic agent of Vitório's incorporation into the clientist and kleptocratic body of the state, which props up the hegemony of global capitalism. 31 It remains to be seen whether or not a recuperated national ethos -represented by the war-torn New Man, the valorization of industry over capital and the concept of 'Angolan solidarity' -will 'inspirit' the state, or whether the state will infiltrate the national body and corrupt its agency. Just as the Angolan population has, with stoicism and ingenuity, refashioned the abandoned hardware and blighted environment of decades of war into viable utilities, commodities and habitats, so too the rhetorical and symbolic artillery of an independence-era popular liberation project, wrecked by cold war hostilities and by exclusory economic restructuring, can be recycled in the production of cultural artifacts that speak to post-conflict realities. For as long, however, as the tools of such cultural production are restricted to those loaned by, or shared with, unsympathetic or neocolonizing forces, such artifacts cannot be guaranteed to transmit a vision of liberation, or any pre-supposedly redemptive popular-national ethos.
